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EXT. ALEPPO - SYRIA - DAY
A PHOTOGRAPHER steps carefully through strewn rubble,
their head on a swivel, looking for the next shot. To
their right an AMBULANCE sits, its rear doors swung open.
Behind the Photographer various aid workers and locals
move about trying to deal with the aftermath.
As the Photographer moves forward a small COUGH catches
their attention. They turn and look into the back of the
ambulance. Positioned in a jump seat facing them is a
tiny boy. He wears dusty, worn clothes stained with the
same blood that covers half his face.
The Photographer freezes momentarily. Then she/he, almost
by rote, lifts her camera to her face and takes a
picture. As she brings the camera down the sound of
voices pulls her from the moment. She looks off toward
the sound, then back toward the boy.
A beat. Then she moves to the edge of the ambulance.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Hello. Has somebody helped you? Do you -do you speak English? 1'm sorry, I don't
speak... Arabic.
The Photographer stares helplessly at the boy for a beat.
She lifts a leg and plants one of her feet on the floor
of the ambulance. Suddenly a VOICE rings out near her.
Step clear!

AIDE WORKER (O.S.)

The Photographer pauses and turns to her side, seeing the
Aide Worker rumbling toward her.
Step clear!

AIDE WORKER (CONT’D)

The Photographer pulls her leg free from the ambulance
just as the worker roughly swings the doors shut. The
worker SLAMS their palm against the side of the vehicle.
It lurches forward and is driven away.
AIDE WORKER (CONT’D)
You here to help?
The Aide Worker turns and moves toward the remains of a
blown out house.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
I'm, uh... I work for -AIDE WORKER
You here to help or you here to make
money?
PHOTOGRAPHER
What -- what do you need me to do?
AIDE WORKER
We gotta pull this apart.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Could anyone... survive...?
The Aide Worker starts to pull rocks from the heap and
move them away. The Photographer quickly shoves their
camera into its bag and begins to help.
AIDE WORKER
Probably not. Not unless they were very
small.
Then...?

PHOTOGRAPHER

AIDE WORKER
You can't just leave dead bodies lying
around.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Oh, of course. The, uh -- what's the
disease -- is it Typhoid that they -AIDE WORKER
It's not disease. If a body dies from
trauma they don't become "contagious."
The only real health risk is if the
corpse pollutes a local water source with
e-coli.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Oh, uh, I didn't --- then, why the
rush...?
The Aide Worker directs the Photographer's eyes with a
glance. The Photographer focuses on a group of locals
huddling near another blown out home. Staring helplessly
at the pile before them.
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AIDE WORKER
You imagine what it's like to try and
live knowing your next door neighbor,
your friends, maybe even your relatives,
are lying dead ten yards away from you.
And every time the wind blows the wrong
way you're reminded of it. I'm guessing
you can't.
PHOTOGRAPHER
I... I didn't mean -AIDE WORKER
I'm not-- (takes a breath) I'm not
blaming you. It's just not even in our
realm of conception. Well, not till we
get here.
A beat as the Photographer looks toward the nearby group
of locals. A woman stares back. The Photographer can't
hold her gaze and looks back to the Aide Worker.
PHOTOGRAPHER
That boy. The one in the ambulance. What AIDE WORKER
This was his house.
The Aide Worker holds a large stone momentarily before
tossing it into the far pile. Its edge is creased in
blood. He tilts it toward the Photographer.
AIDE WORKER (CONT’D)
This was his family.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Do you even know -AIDE WORKER
(sharply)
I don't know anything else. I don't know
anything else about him. I won't know. I
won't know what hospital he ends up at. I
won't know if he lives or dies. I won't
know if he ever even gets to come back
here. Or if he even should.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Who keeps track? How does any of this -AIDE WORKER
Don't get attached. That's the first
thing you need to learn here.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
So... what? You just don't even try to -AIDE WORKER
What? Bond with them?
PHOTOGRAPHER
Communicate with them.
AIDE WORKER
(short laugh)
How's your Arabic? (off her look) Don't
worry. No one blames you. It's not an
option at too many high schools.
PHOTOGRAPHER
But there must be translators. People who
can -AIDE WORKER
Even if you could connect with them, to
do more than just... what - move the
stones off their dead loved ones - how is
that going to help? You're going to need
to move on. Sooner rather than later. The
bombs will be dropping someplace else.
There are just going to be more stones to
move.
The Photographer takes this in. She looks over at the
group. The woman stares back at her. The Photographer
tosses her stone into the pile and steps away from the
rubble and walks to the locals. She pulls her camera out
of her bag and glances quickly down at the screen and
presses a button. She turns the camera around and points
the back of the camera toward the woman. The woman peers
down at the LCD panel, squinting against the glare of the
sun behind the device.
The Woman's eyes suddenly widen as the image becomes
visible to her. It's the boy seated in the ambulance. The
woman looks up at the Photographer. A HOARSE WHISPER
barely escape her lips.
Omran.

LOCAL WOMAN
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